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1. Motivation
• Appropriate location of variety of signs is important issue in modern urban society since so such signs must 
show enough information crowded people in the right place and right time. 
• Especially in public space, emergency exit signs are displayed, which should be seen anytime and 
anywhere.  In order to evaluate their location, their visibilities from human’s viewpoint and visual feature 
should be considered.
2. Pedestrian's Visibility in Staircase Leading to Subway Station
2.1 Pedestrian’s Movement
• Cell automaton model is introduced.
2.2 Pedestrian’s View
• Influence both of the saccade and the inhibition of return are considered in determination of his/her gazing.  
• Furthermore,  pedestrian’s looking up and down in staircases should be considered. 
3. Simulation & Evaluation
• Using the Z-buffer algorithm, the visualization can be done in real time from any viewpoints while the 
calculation of the proposed visibility takes some time. 
• The moving model executes 4,000 steps, and calculates visibility for total 100 pedestrians from 1,000 to 
4,000 steps.
• From figures below, it is obvious that visibilities differ according to pedestrians’ direction.
visibility of each wall/floor from pedestrian going up     visibility of each wall/floor from pedestrian going down
4. Conclusion
• We proposed a visual representation method of pedestrian’s visibility where they walk in public staircase 
leading to subway station, in order to evaluate appropriateness of allocation important signs. 
• Considering walkers’ attention in staircase according to looking up and down, the proposed method can 
obtain improved visibility from the previously proposed method.  Therefore, it is noted that the proposed 
method will contribute to safety evaluation in public space. 
